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Cleaning guide - and maintenance
SETUP

We love our Meet PAT units and we hope you do. It is very
important to keep your units in the best possible condition. We
recommend following the cleaning guide to avoid any
contaminates entering the system and always keep your units
clean and stored in a dry cool place.

Cleaning Guide lines

· First check the units for any damage, mold, dirt or other contaminants
· Check the water source is potable and has enough pressure
· Thoroughly ﬂush units prior to use and after use. Do not use if there are any contaminants
· Once the units are set up and the water supply is turned on check each unit’s connections for
leakages.
· If a leakage is found turn off the water supply and remove the pressure from the units by
pressing the buttons. Unplug the leaking connection and check for damage or dirt
· Do not move the units when they are connected together, as this can cause damage to the
units and connections

This document is intended to be used as a guide for keeping your Meet PAT units in the best
possible condition.

PACK DOWN

Over time some components may become damaged from general wear and tear and may need
replacement.

· After use, turn off the water supply and remove the pressure from each unit by pressing each
button.
· Wipe down all surfaces and check for damage
· If the units are being packed up. Disconnect all the hoses and place into the padded bag
· Wipe down all surfaces and hose connections. Use antibacterial solution to clean the nozzle,
and all hose connections
· Be sure to ﬂush out any water from the hoses before packing into the bag
· Check for any mold build up inside the bag. If found thoroughly clean the bag and expose
effected surfaces to sunlight for 1hr. Then completely dry the bag in the shade

Please contact us for any spare parts or maintenance required. Please note that any parts
replaced by anyone other than Meet PAT can void the warranty.

Meet PAT recommends that after 6000 liters or after 6/12
months the hoses and units should be flushed with a cleaning
solution.
Meet PAT does offer maintenance and service packages, which involves you sending your unit
to our day spa for a full service, ﬁlter change and clean. Meet PAT also offers cleaning kits for this
if you want to do it yourself.

Read this before setting up for cleaning
Here at Meet Pat we are very safety conscious. We design and manufacture water related
products with the safety of you, the user, foremost in mind. In addition, we ask that you exercise
a degree of care when using any Meet PAT product and adhere to a common sense approach.
- Do not set the units up near live exposed electrical connections or wiring.

Storage
· We recommend to store the units in a cool dry place
· If the units are packed away wet or dirty. It is recommended to unpack the unit from the bag
and throughly clean. Let the units dry off completely before packing away.
· We recommend the units to not be stored for long periods of time in the bags, as over time
moisture can grow mold inside the bag and on the unit.
· If the units need to be sent by courier we recommend packing the units in the cardboard
boxes supplied, this will limit any potential damage during shipping.

For spare parts or cleaning and maintenance advice, meetpat are here

- Do not set up in high wind areas.
- If the hoses pass over trafﬁc areas use approved hose trip covers.

Please refer to our website www.meetpat.com.au for full safety, setup and warranty info.
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Cleansing your unit

Cleaning guide - with the Meet PAT cleaning kit

Cleaning guide - with the Meet PAT cleaning kit

What is in the cleaning kit
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1. Cleaning container
2. Measuring Jug
3. Gloves
4. Cleaning solution
5. Testing strips
6. Container tool

Water

This is only for cleaning 1 unit.
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Make sure the cleaning
container is sealed
tightly to prevent any
leaks.
Use the container tool
to tighten and loosen
the container.

Once the unit has a steady ﬂow of water.
No Air bubbles left in the lines.
Collect a sample of water from the unit and place
1 testing strip into the water.
The testing strip should change to dark blue.

Press all the buttons to ﬂush
through the cleaning solution.
Run all the taps for 20 seconds.
Check for leaks. If a leak is
found turn off the water and
check connections.
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If the testing strip does not change colour, press
the buttons again for 5 seconds and repeat the
test with a new testing strip.
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Fill the cleaning container with 1lt of clean
water and 30ml of cleaning solution.

Check tap for pressure
and clean water.
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Cleansing your unit

Connect the cleaning container
directly into the tap.
Connect the other end to the water
hose and water joiner hose and
connect into the unit.
Turn on the tap.

10mins
Wait 10 mins

Press all the buttons to ﬂush out
the cleaning solution.
Run all the taps for 1 minute.
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Note: The unit has
to have a drain hose
connected to drain.

Turn off the water and press the
buttons to remove all the
pressurized water in the units.
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ALMOST Done !

After cleaning, wipe down all surfaces,
clean the nozzles and hose connections
with an antibacterial solution.
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Pack the units away once completely dry
For setup information please visit our
website. meetpat.com.au
Disconnect all the hoses and tap connection.

CHANGE the carbon Cartridge after this clean - See maintenance guide

